PASTORS’ DISASTER RECOVERY
CHURCH MOBILIZATION GUIDE
Disaster is an opportunity for the Church to become a movement again by mobilizing
into the community to bring blessing and restore families. By mobilization, we mean
bringing Christ’s compassion; God’s love to those families who desperately need a
tangible experience that demonstrates God is with them and cares for them.

RESPONDING TO HARVEY: A PASTOR’S PERSRECTIVE
I was in shock! I had been living in Baytown (east of Houston) for just over five years,
a senior pastor with 20 plus years of experience with churches that faced all sorts of
challenges, but never had I pastored a church during a natural disaster. 52” of water
fell in three days. Entire neighborhoods in our town destroyed, hundreds upon hundreds
of homes. Church members, dear friends, had lost everything, and they, along with their
neighbors, were homeless, displaced, and distraught.
Shock turned to burden. After the waters receded, I checked on the church facility. It
was mostly intact with minor damage, but I heard that Whispering Pines, where a couple
of our church families live, a neighborhood bordered by Cedar Bayou, got the full force
of the 52” of rain and flooding. People were being rescued by boats and high-water
vehicles. One family was rescued by boat from the second floor. Most had at least
several feet of water in each home. I went from shock to burden, and something had to
be done – but what? What could I do, what could our church do?
Suggestions came about what to do, some rather forcefully.
Our church had
relationships in Whispering Pines, so we quickly engaged there - mucking and gutting
homes. We immediately got involved in tangibly helping both our members and their
neighbors. The work was difficult. Thankfully we had insurance
“A FEW THINGS
and construction knowledge within our church to do this right;
mucking and gutting can be done well or poorly. These first few
HAPPENED THAT
weeks felt like we were in a war zone, it was stressful for
CHANGED THE
everyone, but as I look back, a few things happened that
TRAJECTORY OF
changed the trajectory of our church response from responding
OUR CHURCH
to a crisis, towards longer-term mobilization to spread God’s
RESPONSE…”
love.
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Before Harvey, our elders had been praying and actively seeking ways we could be a
blessing to Baytown. For two years, we prayed and looked for ways to mobilize our
people into our community. We had ideas, but nothing seemed
right. We wanted God to answer our prayer: “How are we to “HOW ARE WE
tangibly be a blessing and sharing your Love in Baytown?” His TO TANGIBLY
answer came as Hurricane Harvey. This spiritual preparation BE BLESSING
helped the elders engage quickly, no board meetings, or wrestling AND SHARING
with if we should do this – God showed us an opportunity to love
YOUR LOVE…”
Baytown and become the church He wanted us to be, so we jumped
in and figured it out.
Soon after the disaster, while still mucking and gutting, I connected with denominational
leaders, to share and to seek their help and guidance. Knowing we had a relief arm of
our denomination, I had expectations of expertise, direction in getting us organized,
walking with us through the rebuild effort. I wanted a system to support us, but what we
discovered was they couldn’t help like that, it felt like we were on our own. They
encouraged us and affirmed everything we did, and they supported us financially and
helped us identify teams of volunteers from churches around the country. Yet this would
be led by our church, our choices, our community, our leadership.
At first, we started in two homes. The first home belonged to one of our elders in
Whispering Pines, a middle-class area. The second home was a small humble home,
near our church, that served an economically disadvantaged family unconnected with
our church –a difficult neighbor. Soon we added a third home in old Baytown, a Hispanic
family, members of a small Hispanic church, a church that we had been partnering with
for the past few years doing youth ministry and outreach together. The Hispanic church
could move quickly, becoming a shelter and a distribution center for food and other
essentials – yet they didn’t have the space, resources, or leaders to do recovery work so we worked together using each other’s strengths.
Initially, the response work (mocking, gutting, sanitizing, laundering, sheltering, etc.)
was done by local volunteers connected with our churches. But when we moved toward
recovery work, our folks redeployed. People had to go back to school and work, so we
adjusted to primarily supporting out-of-town teams, supplemented with local expertise.
One retired elder served as our onsite foreman ensuring proper construction. Another
church leader supplied building material to each site. Another acted as a project
manager; scheduling teams, tasks, and finances. Using our fellowship hall, we housed
teams. Daily, church members brought food for morning and evening meals. Weekly, we
cleaned and reset bedding and towels, and a host of other things – bringing God’s love
tangibly to these families and these teams. We did this for about five months, hosting
about 14 teams. And by the end of 2017, we saw three families return to their homes.
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Through our partnership with the Hispanic church, late in 2017, we started two additional
homes, and within a few months, two more families were blessed and brought home.
Five families were restored to their homes in about five months.

LIES THAT KEEP US FROM MOBILIZING
We know that there is a spiritual war going on around us (Eph.
6:12) and that the enemy is the father of lies (Jn. 8:44). It is the
lies we believe that keeps the Church from mobilizing. The
Church is the greatest force for good, a force sidelined by the
deception of lies. Here are a few of the lies pastors and church
leaders believe that keep us from mobilizing.

“IT IS THE LIES
WE BELIEVE
THAT KEEP THE
CHURCH FROM
MOBILIZING”

1. Our church is too small. My members are too old. Both churches reflected in our
example are small, under a hundred active members each. Over a third of the
membership couldn’t physically engage in the recovery work. However, our elderly
members made meals, wrote encouragement cards, prayed, and more.
2. We are too poor. The Lord has and distributes every dollar needed to do what He’s
called us to. All the funds to support the teams and the building materials for five
homes were donated through grants and gifts from other churches. Additionally, in
2018, we gave out about $200,000 in donated monies directly to impacted
homeowners.
3. We are too busy. Most churches operate on the 80/20 principle, where 20% of the
people are doing 80% of the work, so normally a small minority are engaged. We
don’t see the capacity to do more because ‘the doers’ have full plates, and we’re
experiencing compassion fatigue. But you’re not too busy for the mission God calls
you to. If your community has experienced a disaster, it’s time to reprioritize
everything and move from 20% engaged to 80%.
4. We are isolated, unconnected, alone. Pastors and church leaders often feel this
way, but it’s a self-fulfilling prophecy. The body of Christ is bigger than your church.
Do something good with another church. Get past this isolation, so you can mobilize
and be a blessing together.
5. We support others to do missions. It is someone else’s responsibility. We can
see the fallacy in this logic. Giving some funds towards something doesn’t
necessarily engage our hearts or our hands, for that matter. Supporting ‘missions’
can be like an inoculation from the real thing, engaging our community directly with
God’s love.
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6. We are comfortable with how things are. If you’re comfortable with the status quo,
you’re not mobilized into a hurting and broken world.
These lies are your choice. They are not what God says about you or your church.
Either God is with us, and all things are possible, or we’re believing a lie with the strategy
to keep us from mobilizing. As a church leader, you can choose to mobilize your church
into your community, spreading God’s love, and one biblical way is through disaster
recovery. Nehemiah is a great example of how God uses disaster recovery to mobilize
His people, an example of physical restoration leading to spiritual restoration. (See
Nehemiah’s model for Disaster Recovery as Mission)

S.H.A.P.E. OF A CHURCH MOBILIZER.
Reflecting on our own experience, and with Nehemiah as our biblical model of mobilizing
God’s people into disaster recovery, we can generalize the kind of S.H.A.P.E. needed
as a church mobilizer today. Please consider this more informative than prescriptive.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS: Nehemiah exhibited leadership, discernment, faith, and prayer.
Leadership in securing the king’s approval, rallying Jerusalem’s remnant into action,
giving direction, and an example to follow. Discernment to address and move past
Sanballat and Tobiah’s ridicule, threats, and sabotage. Faith is demonstrated each time
Nehemiah recognized God was with him (2:8). Prayer was Nehemiah’s first response
and deepest pursuit (Neh. 1:4-11; 2:4; 4:4, 5; 4:9; 6:9; 13:29).
HEART: To speak of one’s ministry passions and interests is a subjective factor, but
helpful. Are you motivated by physical work being accomplished? Do you have a
passion for seeing things get progressively better? Does the end purpose “families
being restored, blessed” regularly move you? Do you have a tender heart of
compassion?
ABILITIES: Nehemiah’s vocation was cupbearer to the king; he was entrusted with the
king’s life. A prestigious position that he left to serve God in a ruined city. Consider
Nehemiah’s abilities. With the king: focused on safety and quality. In recovery work:
administration, project planning, and communications, he proved to be politically astute
with vision to see the spiritual implications of the physical work.

PERSONALITY: Personality is one of God’s gifts to you. Your unique personality in no
way limits your influence as a church mobilizer. However, let’s consider a few traits that
can be supportive: methodical with challenging work, persistence during resistance or
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setbacks, and boldness or stubbornness when it comes to advancing the work God has
given you.
EXPERIENCES: Past experiences can be formative in building your leadership capacity
for church mobilization. Here are some examples of formative experiences: leading and
serving on mission trips, leading small groups, managing or coordinating volunteers,
publicly presenting God’s work/progress to groups of various sizes, showing mercy and
compassion in the community.
Accepting this as a generalization, if the majority of these characteristics resonate
positively with you, then you most likely have the S.H.A.P.E. of a church mobilizer.

IMPLICATIONS OF CHURCH MOBILIZATION
Here are four things pastors and other church disaster recovery leaders should know as
they begin mobilizing their churches to respond to disaster.
1. Urgency replaces the ordinary. Imagine going from your normal weekly flow to
fielding a thousand calls from congregants, recovery organizations, and people who
want to help. For a short time, weekly programming and ministries may be
suspended, including Sunday services. Early in the response, pastors need to create
a new normal, determine their role, their limitations, and especially delegate to
others.
2. Working graciously with others moves toward unity. The Church has theological
differences and is too often separated by race and socio-economics. In recovery, all
the divisions can fade to the background. Recovery simply shows compassionate
people expressing God’s love and works best when churches, pastors, and nonprofits coordinate their efforts, work together utilizing each other’s strengths, and
pooling greater resources.
3. Disaster recovery is long-term. Think in terms of several months and years.
Disaster recovery has a lifecycle where urgency diminishes, where the victims are
more isolated, and volunteers become harder to find. The church will want to go
back to normal after several months. Discern how you can sustain recovery efforts
till the work is complete. Know what finishing well looks like for your church and the
community you’ve been blessing.
4. Opportunity to influence your community. God can change hearts and biases
when a church is mobilized into the community, expressing God’s love in tangible
ways each day. Many see the church as irrelevant or hypocritical, but with evidence
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to the contrary, they can begin to see it as genuine and compassionate. Celebrate
tangible progress in recovery. Invite the impacted community and all recovery
volunteers to a picnic, a community fair, or some other type of celebration. The focus
is not to take credit but reinforce blessing out of disaster.
5. Churches change from inward to outward. Most of the energy and resources of a
church are naturally internally spent. Younger generations tend to be more aware of
this disconnect between our missional aspirations and our practice. Mobilizing your
church into disaster recovery turns our action outward into the community. When this
shift is substantive, younger congregants will participate more, trust more, and
become more deeply committed to the church.

CHURCH MOBILIZATION: FROM IMAGINED TO PRACTICE
Most pastors and church leaders respond with compassion and practical help in the face
of a crisis, yet most don’t mobilize their churches into their community for long-term
recovery. Largely what holds leaders back is how daunting, overwhelming, and
confusing the work is. Questions come to mind like: Where will the financial support
come from? Will we have the expertise to do the work well? Will we have a steady stream
of volunteers? Once we start, how do we finish? But the difference between imagined
mobilization and the practice of church mobilization is the capacity to execute the vision.
Houston Responds exists to unite, empower, and mobilize churches for long-term
recovery and to help you move from imagined to practice. Houston Responds can help
you get started and support you by:
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting your church to a coalition of churches in your region that is doing disaster
readiness and long-term recovery.
Providing training, collaboration, and best practices for disaster recovery and
readiness.
Helping raise funds for recovery, especially in under-resourced communities.
Growing your access to volunteers by building and strengthening coalitions and
providing coalition coordinators and volunteer coordinators.
Coordinating communications for emergency response in the initial days/weeks of a
disaster.

It is our hope that this guide strengthens your vision to mobilize your church and that
you see how disaster recovery isn’t merely another good work, but an opportunity to live
out the gospel in your community, fulfilling our mission as the Church.
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